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On the autonomy of the divine
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Suppose some blasphemer sneers that God deserves little
praise for his goodness, constrained as he is to preserve it.
Will this not be a ready answer to him: not from violent
impulsion but from his boundless goodness comes God’s
inability to do evil.

John Calvin1

Have you ever felt slightly confused, even while strangely moved, when in
your favorite sacred place? When you seem to sense the ultimate unseen
reality that is responsible for the very existence of this universe, does that
presence come commingled with mystery, awe, and . . . something else? Are
you prone, with many of us, to use terms like “divine,” “holy,” “sacred,”
“spiritual,” “God,” in thinking about this ultimate presence? What do we
mean by terms such as these? Why pay homage to that which is supposed
to be divine or sacred? What kind of homage?

Most of us, even non-skeptics, set aside these slightly theoretical and
confusing questions, and go on to our daily occupations. We leave it to the
more curious and philosophically minded to probe in the possible nature of
the object of this experience – the “divine” presence we seem to feel. If we
turn for help to these thinkers, we face a disorienting array of proposals.
Among the clearest proposals are those that offer to explain away the very
sense of the “divine,” through naturalistic psycho-social accounts. I am not
interested in these views – they are too incomplete and reductive for my
tastes. I am more interested in the non-skeptical proposals.

Of those thinkers who maintain that there is special reality “out there” that
corresponds to at least some “religious” feelings, many have attributed some
sort of personhood or personality to such reality, or at least to some aspect
of it. I side with these “believers,” but I must confess some ambivalence.
Most believers argue that this personal reality deserves from us attitudes of
awe, gratitude, reverence, respect, allegiance, obedience, and worship. I am
uncomfortable with some of these attitudes and sentiments. The particular
ones that trouble me are the ones associated with the Kantian kind of respect.
This kind of respect, Kant thought, is due only to beings that are autonomous,
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capable of shaping their own character in a free libertarian manner. If we
take this Kantian intuition seriously, it spells trouble for the usual conception
of a divine reality. The trouble is that a divine reality or being, as typically
conceived, cannot be imagined as being autonomous. But if non-autonomous,
can it be worthy of respect? It is true that a divine reality or being could still
be mighty and wondrous, even if not autonomous. Thus we could still marvel
at it, and rely on it, and admire it, . . . but do we not also want to respect it?

Can religiously leaning people afford to give up on respecting the divine?
It would surely be odd to reserve such an important attitude for humans, and
not for our ultimate source. Should we not consider, instead, atypical concep-
tions of the divine – ones that would allow the divine to be autonomous, and
thus deserving of our respect? These atypical possibilities are what I mostly
want to explore – in a playful spirit that I hope is consistent with the spirit of
this “divine” subject-matter.

My exploration will lead to a slightly crazy speculative suggestion –
that an autonomous divine is a being/reality whose nature must “start off”
as motivationally general and unfinished. Its intrinsic motivational make-up
must generate an internal striving for creative specification, manifestation,
and definition. The results of this striving would include the kind of unpre-
dictable self-formations necessary for autonomy. Our world might even be an
expression of this divine creative self-formation.

The remainder of this paper will enlarge on and defend these suggestions.
In engaging in these speculative “divine” matters I hope not to offend those
less confused than I am in this area.

What is it to be divine? What’s so worthy about it?

In looking at traditional theological and philosophical discussions of reli-
gious phenomena I am struck by how little light is shed on the notion of
“divinity.” The range of things that have been called divine has been large. It
has included everything from local personal deities associated with specific
natural phenomena like rivers; to abstract and omnipresent personal deities
like the God of Christianity and Islam; to impersonal monistic realities like
the Hindu Brahman; to pantheistic impersonal realities like the Chinese Tao.
What would make any or all of these divine? We can give somewhat circular
answers, and say that any of these entities is holy, or sacred, or god-like, or
numinous (and then explain each of these in terms of relations to the divine,
or to each other). This will not do, for if we are confused about the divine to
begin with, the same confusion will infect these other terms.

We can try to separate the divine from everything else by means of some
unique attitude or sentiment evoked in us by what are typically identified
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as “divine presences.” A classic example of this approach is that taken by
Rudolf Otto. His proposal is that the divine (the “holy”) is a mysterious
non-natural element that evokes a sui generis numinous experience when we
encounter it.2 According to Otto, the peculiar experiential element can help
us to identify “divine” presences; yet, he maintains, the very non-rational
and supra-ethical nature of what is being experienced makes any human
understanding of it impossible. Perhaps this will have to do. If that is all
we can do, and if sui generis numinous encounters do not include or summon
expectations of Kantian respect on our part, then we could stop here and skip
the speculative reflections in this paper.

Clearly there are many who take Otto’s kind of approach, and use it to
discourage further rational inquiry into divine matters. The impulse to avoid
anthropomorphisms inherent in this route is laudable. However, for those
like myself who begin with confusion, and who have faith in our intellectual
reach, such an approach is disappointing. At the very least, we would need
to differentiate mystery from mystery – for not all that transcends our under-
standing need be “divine.” Kant (on whom Otto often relies), for instance,
based his metaphysical position on the central insight that reality itself, not as
it appears to us, is beyond our understanding. He did not conclude that all of
this reality-itself is divine. Such a conclusion would have been unreasonable,
given the lack of evidence either way – as implied by the hypothesized trans-
rational status of the realm at issue. Thus, pointing at some undifferentiated
non-rational realm does not solve the problem of separating the divine from
the non-divine. At the very least more would need to be said here. A numinous
experience of a non-rational realm would need to give us more than what Otto
claims, if we want clarity. Adding that this realm of the numen (latin for deity)
is mysterious in a unique and yet recognizable manner would not help.

In any case, Otto’s mysterium tremendum type of answer would still be
available even if we provisionally set it aside. We can fall back on this answer
if all other explanatory answers were to fail. However, why not explore other
options first? What else might there be about the “divine” – other than a
mysterious element – that would evoke unique numinous feelings?

Could, for instance, the “divine” elicit this response – hence derive its
status as divine – from its status as the ultimate ground of all contingent
existence? Could we argue that if existence is a blessing, and if it need not
have been, then its generating source, mysterious and indefinite though it may
be, deserves the appellation “divine”?

I suspect that a felt sense of grateful dependence on some ultimate source
is not uncommon. Perhaps a vague sense of reverence is not uncommon
either, on the same basis. However, these attitudes (together, perhaps, with
“numinous” experiences) might simply be in response to the magnitude of
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the power of such a reality; or might be in response to the metaphysi-
cally foundational role played by this mighty reality with regard to nature.
Would distinctive responses to what is ultimately mighty or foundational be
indicative of anything divine? Why derive “divine” from what is mighty and
foundational (other than by definition)?

Consider the sun analogy. Could we not have responses of awe, grati-
tude, perhaps reverence to mighty natural powers like the sun. The sun
also provides life-sustaining factors like light, warmth, food (through plants).
Humans have, in fact, occasionally worshipped the sun as a god. Clearly in
the case of the sun we are merely responding to a mighty natural impersonal
phenomenon. Why not say the same of an ultimate ground of being? That
the sun is a causally derivative, not ultimate, source of sustenance is a differ-
ence in the analogy, but perhaps not a crucial one. For, even if the sun were
somehow a self-dependent (non-conscious) reality, it would still be merely a
mighty and wonderful natural force – provider of light and warmth.

I suspect that the reason why ultimate source and might alone do not
suffice to produce “divinity” is because in our mind we cannot divorce the
divine from positive ethical value; and it turns out that causal power and
causal roles, no matter their magnitude, can never by themselves add up to
“right.” Power and rightness belong to different categories. A person or a
nation can have lots of power and no legitimacy, and the reverse also holds. I
see no reason not to extend this principle to a would-be divine realm. It would
seem that the ultimate power-source needs a necessary link with rightness
to count as divine. It might have to be directly equipped with some value-
feature. Moreover, if power-sources like the sun are to be ruled out as divine,
the crucial value-feature necessary for divinity must not be merely of the
aesthetic, mathematical, or power-related varieties. For, values like order,
balance, energy, light, colors, need not suggest a “divine” source – at least
not by themselves. Additional features – ones akin to being alive, sentient,
intentional, moral – seem to be necessary for a power source to be “divine.”

Some, in the face of this kind of reasoning, could remind us that the
impersonal and divine source of all existences need not require devotional,
respectful, reverential attitudes. The ultimate could simply calls on us, out
of enlightened self-interest, to escape from the prison of ignorance into a
liberating realization of oneness with it.

While I will not have much to say about this view here, there is one
natural question it would need to answer: whence the positive value of this
union with the ultimate? Why not view this union as a disvalue, given the
loss of individuality implied by it? This challenge is particularly pertinent
for conceptions of the ultimate (like the minimalist impersonal one thus far
discussed) that do not attribute to it any sense of consciousness. The philo-
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sophical Taoism of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu might be subject to this kind of
challenge. Could the “negative” value of the cessation of earthly suffering be
enough of an answer? Surely not, at least not for those of us who see life as
all-in-all a blessing.

I conclude that minimalist impersonal ground-of-being conceptions –
positing entities devoid of life, consciousness, and intention – fail to be satis-
factory for divine status. Recall that we seek a ground-of-being to which we
can look up – as in some sense “right” and not just mighty. It appears that,
in the final analysis, we must turn to divine conceptions that add some aspect
of personhood to sheer power and beauty: an aspect such as consciousness,
intelligence, intention, knowledge, and goodness. The necessary linkage with
moral value suggests that an ultimate source being merely living – growing,
developing, multiplying – would not suffice either.3 Note that even some
thinkers tending toward impersonal conceptions of the divine, like the well-
known Hindu theologian Samkara, tend to ascribe consciousness, knowledge,
and bliss to the ultimate and monist ground of being.4 While Samkara himself
would not promote the appropriateness of respect-type attitudes toward the
divine Brahman – ultimately because, as a monist, he thinks that our exper-
ience of separateness from Brahman is an illusion – that does not mean that
we non-monists should not do so.

If we must assume that part of what makes the greatness of the divine
worth “looking up to” and respecting is its linkage with moral values, and not
primarily with other values of the power or aesthetic types, what can we say
about these requisite moral values?

The most natural value of this type usually associated with the divine is,
of course, goodness (some prefer love). The divine is, in fact, commonly
conceived as benevolent and providential. Many theologians have ascribed
to it perfect and essential goodness. Unbounded divine goodness has often
been used to explain why the universe emanates or is created, almost as if
the ultimate source wanted to share its goodness with “others.” Some have
explicitly stated that it is precisely because of its perfect and essential good-
ness that a mighty being is divine.5 Could this goodness be the foundation of
our respect? After all, we do look up to saintly benevolent figures.

It is tempting to take this approach, and base respect on goodness; yet
we must pause. Goodness is certainly a moral value, but not the only one.
Another pertinent moral value is what we might term “agent credit.” This
is the credit for accomplishments of various sorts that are achieved through
free and autonomous libertarian authorship. It is the kind of unique value that
Kant had in mind. Taking this latter value into account we could separate two
points: traits like goodness and beauty might each be uniquely wonderful;
yet the possessor of these traits need not deserve agent-credit for them.
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Deserving agent-credit for worthy traits depends crucially on the right mode
of acquisition. Non-autonomous modes of acquisition would preclude this
agent-credit.

If beauty or goodness were, for instance, natural givens – if one were
beautiful and benevolent by nature – one would be merely fortunate. Such
a fortunate being could be, in a certain sense, admired and envied; but what
would be admired and envied are the traits she possesses. Any admiration
of her, the subject, would be indirect. In order for the subject of these traits
herself to be credited for having these traits, she would have had to earn them
freely and autonomously. Similar things would be said if one had become
beautiful or good by artificial and coercive means, such as those operating in
Brave New World contexts. We seem, then, forced to agree with Kant that
only autonomous beings deserve agent-credit and respect (for worthy traits
autonomously acquired).

If this is true, what to make of the goodness typically attributed to the
divine? Must we not conclude that if we see perfect goodness as essential to
– as built-in – the nature of the divine, then we must not attribute any agent-
credit to the divine subject for this goodness. If so, the divine subject would
not deserve our respect for its perfect goodness!

Perhaps we are missing something here. Perhaps only limited and imper-
fect beings (like us) can achieve the sort of agent-credit Kant had in mind.
Might it be that only beings that can turn out evil (or wrongheaded or at
least less good) can take credit for turning out morally good? An all-perfect
being that could not turn out to be less than perfectly good might thereby
be incapable of the imperfections-related virtue of “earned” moral goodness.
This latter might be an “impure” virtue – a virtue deriving from an imper-
fect nature. Thus, the distinctive “dignity” and respect that come with earned
moral goodness might also be fruits of imperfection. Earned moral goodness
would, then, parallel traits like razor-sharpness, fleet-footedness, or beauty-
of-body – the latter being desirable traits, but only for beings of limited form
and movement. Perhaps earned moral goodness is a desirable trait only for
beings of limited mind and character.

I am not unsympathetic toward this line of reply. However, human
autonomy and moral credit seem to be much more fundamental creaturely
traits than being fast, or beautiful-bodied, or memory-capable. These latter
traits could be traits of an advanced robot. Libertarian freedom and autonomy
are of a different order – perhaps essential to human personhood. A much
faster, better-memoried, better-calculative robotic humanoid would still not
qualify as a person. Even if we were to add some robotic feelings and
consciousness (short of the type of consciousness mysteriously necessary
for libertarian free will) to this well-empowered robot, it would still lack
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the special “dignity” that impressed Kant. It could have admirable traits and
powers and accomplishments – it simply would not deserve any agent-credit
for them.

Now, suppose we add benevolence of feeling and action to this imagined
robot. The resulting being could easily be envisaged as much more powerful,
more benevolent, better-minded (except for the free-will element) than our
typical human. Would the criticism that this wonderful robot is still missing
something important – indeed crucial for the status of a being – now be
rendered inappropriate on the grounds that this robot is so much more perfect
than we are? I would think not. Its other near-perfections only highlight the
missing feature, autonomy. The point is that autonomy does not seem to be a
compensatory virtue that only very imperfect creatures can possess. It seems
instead that the more high-standing and more perfect a being is the more that
being is likely to incorporate an autonomous nature (just as it is likely to
incorporate consciousness). Lack of autonomy struck Kant as so crucial as
to turn all autonomy-deprived entities into “things” (including, for instance,
animals).6 No doubt, Kant went overboard with this extreme claim (for, traits
besides autonomy carry moral value – traits like sentience). Nonetheless, he
correctly identified the special nature of the trait “autonomy.” Can we really
afford to keep this trait from the divine on grounds of divine perfection? Must
a divine source get no agent-credit for the vast accomplishments of creation or
emanation that produced this universe? Should we not conclude, instead, that
divine autonomy is a necessary given, and use this autonomy-presumption
to help determine which additional powers and perfections the divine might
have, and to what extent? Should autonomy not be the most foundational
of divine attributes – without which it would not have the crucial feature of
personhood? Perhaps the other candidates for divine traits are the ones that
must fit consistently with it (or else be rejected)!

Put differently, we could argue that to deprive a maximally perfect being
of autonomy, on the grounds that autonomy is not a pure perfection, begs the
question. A maximally perfect being needs autonomy in order to be maxi-
mally perfect – or else we could improve the conception by adding autonomy
(and making the required adjustments to its other worthy traits).

This is, in any case, the direction of my thinking – though I confess some
trepidation about this direction since so many great thinkers have not gone
this way. Those who are still doubtful about taking this path must at least
consider the following points:

(1) The option of rejecting divine autonomy and divine agent-credit comes
at a price, as we have seen. The price is this peculiar freedom-related
Kantian dignity. It may pay to investigate alternative answers to see if
less costly options are available.
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(2) There is a long-standing intuition, at least in western theology, to the
effect that autonomy (or at least free will) is precisely the crucial manner
in which humans are made “in the image of God.” This would imply that
the divine is analogously autonomous.

(3) If the ultimate ground of being were not autonomous, there is a sense
in which we could “look down” on it. We could view the divine as a
mighty benevolent innocent power that cannot help but be as nice as it is,
much like the sun cannot help but warm us and feed us. The divine would
remind us too much of a natural force. Its freedom would be restricted to
expressing its essentially given benevolence – with the possessor having
no say over this essential disposition.7

I conclude that before we embrace this route we look for a less troubling
one. We ought to look for some conception of the divine that makes room for
libertarian autonomy.

Can the divine be autonomous? Initial obstacles

As we have seen, a key problem with including autonomy within typical
conceptions of the divine has to do with its coexistence with essential and
perfect goodness. Typical conceptions – at least the ones attributing person-
hood to the divine – add omnipotence and omniscience to the divine nature.
Not surprisingly, problems of coherence immediately arise. Omnipotence, for
instance, would seem to imply that the Divine has the capacity to do anything
that can be done, including forming its own character. However, its essential
benevolence would seem to interfere with this character-forming capacity. If
its benevolence is essential to it, then that part of its character is not only a
given but, as essential, it is a feature without which the divine would not be
what it is.

Could its essential goodness be, somehow, self-generated? That is, could
it be generated by the divine itself, and not be an absolute given – so that
its goodness would be both essential and autonomously acquired? It would
seem not, at least in its perfect form (as we will see, some general and
imperfect form of goodness might be essential). For, as essential, its good
character would never be in jeopardy. An essentially good divinity could not
fail but “become” good. If it had acquired the goodness-trait autonomously,
the divine would have had to do so indeterministically. This would have
implied the real option of its non-acquisition (so that, to use current philos-
ophers’ lingo, in some possible world the divine would not in fact acquire it).
This, in turn, would have meant that its goodness could not be essential to it.
Thus, once we stipulate the divine to be essentially good, its goodness would
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either be a given or a guaranteed result. In either case the divine could not be
agent-credited for it.8

Could we bypass the essentiality of its goodness, and say that its omnipo-
tence gives the divine the capacity to make itself non-good, but that in fact
it never opts to exercise that capacity? Many would have a problem with the
contingency of the divine goodness inherent in this line of thinking. Aside
from this contingency point, however, there is the following question: “Why
would the divine never, in fact, opt for non-goodness, if its nature is not good
to begin with?” Is it mere luck or happenstance? Is this exclusion of non-
good options an unmotivated and arbitrary non-exercise of a divine capacity
(to be non-good)? If opting exclusively for goodness is arbitrary, then the
result could just as well have turned out differently – the divine could have
arbitrarily opted for non-goodness. If so, then luck alone would account for
the actual goodness outcome. Could such goodness, then, really be agent-
credited to the divine? Could we respect a merely lucky divine? I would
think not. Surely the line of thinking that begins with divine goodness as a
contingent, but exclusive, character-outcome is a blind alley.9

Again, though, if goodness is necessary and essential to the divine, then
how is it consistent with its alleged omnipotence? Perhaps for the divine
to make itself into something less than good parallels a would-be capacity
to make a stone it cannot lift – such feats belong to the category of what
cannot be done. If so, a divine incapacity in this respect would not count
as a limitation on its omnipotence. However, the previous question would
then resurface: How could the divine be attributed autonomous credit for its
goodness if its goodness were essential and necessary to it? We come back to
the analogy of the sun’s powers. Such a divine goodness could be admired,
but the divine possessor could not really be respected for being good.

Perhaps there is a way of conceiving of essentiality and of autonomy in
less strict ways. . . . One could, for instance, adopt a compatibilist conception
of divine autonomy. I cannot myself recommend this route, since compati-
bilist conceptions of freedom must deny the agent’s originativeness and
ultimate responsibility – and these are high prices to pay indeed. Without
some sense of ultimate responsibility, the very agent-credit here at issue
would disappear.

I suggest, instead, that we abandon the essentiality, and hence the given-
ness, of the divine perfect goodness (and perhaps of other perfect and finished
features of its character), so that we can preserve its autonomous and credit-
able nature. I turn, then, to this latter possibility. (We need not at this point
rule out every form of divine essentialism. We need not, as we will see, deny
all “initial” good dispositions in a divine nature. We need only deny exclusive
and “finished” ones.)
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A Model of Human Autonomy

My aim is to arrive at a possible model of divine autonomy. I will base this
model on my best understanding of human libertarian autonomy. First, then,
we need to say something – actually quite a bit – about how humans might be
autonomous. Hopefully whatever light can be shed on human autonomy will
come useful in our imaginative exploration of divine autonomy.

How are humans autonomous, if they are? As libertarians we view
ourselves as creatures that can play a free role in the process of our own self-
formation – not just in making choices that express the motives we happen to
have, but also in helping to shape these very motives. We think that we can
shape our own motives on our own, and in some absolutely ultimate way – in
a way that is causally underdetermined by the past. If the libertarian picture
of humans is correct, we can be undetermined (partial) originators of our
characters, not complex vehicles of expression for pre-existing cosmic forces.
Only in virtue of this originative self-shaping power can we be ultimately
responsible for our accomplishments and failures. This ultimate responsi-
bility would make respect especially appropriate in case of mature humans
of impeccable moral or aesthetic or intellectual sensibilities and performance.
(Only by facing the real possibility of turning out otherwise, and avoiding this
possibility through one’s own, self-formed, indeterministic resources, can one
earn these character accomplishments.)

Some have thought that this familiar libertarian picture of autonomy is
incoherent. It is incoherent, they argue, because all forms of ultimate self-
creation are incoherent. If autonomy is in principle incoherent, then obviously
nothing could be autonomous, not even a divine being. Respect, then, would
either never be justified, or it would have to be based on more lenient criteria
(perhaps compatibilist ones).

Our first task, then, is to show that libertarian autonomy is not an inco-
herent notion. How to do this? Let us examine what it would take for us to be
at least partly autonomous. If we can show that the requirements for partial
autonomy can be satisfied, we will have shown their coherence.

A libertarian conception of autonomy requires the following features (as
necessary but not, I believe, sufficient):

1. an indeterministic factor – that is, some factor in virtue of which one
can opt in more than one way absolutely, without having to hypothesize
different choice-circumstances (some call this the Principle of Alternative
Possibilities). This is the factor that would enable at least some of our choices
to be causally originative, and not derivative. This factor could consist of
indeterministic (perhaps quantum-based) events or processes experienced as
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tryings, strivings, intention-formations, and the like; or it could consist of a
raw, content-neutral, agent-causal power (a primitive indeterministic power
to opt this way or that); or it could derive from some metaphysically proba-
bilistic account of motivational factors or of causation generally. I tend to
favor the second, agent-causal, option, though I cannot defend this option
here.10

It is, in any case, highly implausible to think that all these options are
impossible or incoherent – witness, for instance, the wide scientific accept-
ance of quantum indeterminacy. A libertarian account based on this latter
notion could still be rejected, but not simply on grounds of the incoherence
of quantum indeterminacy.11

2. A purposive, non-arbitrary, motivational context – that is, having motiva-
tional resources in virtue of which one’s undetermined optings will not be
wildly arbitrary and random. These resources could be reasons, desires,
beliefs, values, principles of choice, ends, or other things of this sort. These
motives would have to render each of the options indeterministically available
to us as reasonable, vis-à-vis our make-up, but not determined. These motives
would, minimally, set the parameters for our free choices.

3. An autonomous motivational component – perhaps a special subset of
motives that, of its own nature, supplies the agent with impulses toward
open self-assessment and self-formation. The special motives in this subset
must not only perform the previously mentioned function of rendering one’s
character-shaping options non-arbitrary (hence reasonable); they must also
lead the agent to interact and somehow partly shape these same motives in
discretionary (unpredictable) ways.

The idea behind these three requirements, in sum, is that a libertarian
autonomous agent must at least in part shape key aspects of her motiva-
tion indeterministically, but not arbitrarily. Such an agent must help shape
herself (her key motives and life-goals) on the basis of some ends. Yet these
ends themselves must not preclude one’s having some discretionary and
undetermined say about them.

Naturally, there are many controversies surrounding these requirements –
individually and as a package. I can only address one of the most serious
ones here. I pick the one that will help motivate the fuller model of autonomy
specified below. I am confident, however, that the other likely objections can
also be answered.12

A well-known concern is that autonomous self-formation is impossible to
achieve. The philosopher Galen Strawson, for instance, argues understand-
ably that
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One cannot really be said to choose, in a conscious, reasoned fashion, to
be the way one is . . . unless one already exists . . . equipped with some
principle of choice . . . – with preferences, values, pro-attitudes, ideals,
whatever – in light of which one chooses how to be.13

To choose “to be the way one is” without using some already present
principle of choice would amount to doing so arbitrarily and for no reason.
Strawson concludes that this need for pre-existing principles of choice leads
to a vicious infinite regress. For, one would need second-level principles of
choice to be responsible, reasonably, for the first-level principles of choice;
and the same goes for the second-level principles of choice; and so on
infinitely. According to Strawson there is no solution for libertarians. He
recommends free will skepticism.

Another important philosopher, Thomas Nagel, echoes this sentiment
noting the “self-contradictory” nature of this same libertarian choice-process:

To be really free we would have to act from a standpoint completely
outside ourselves, choosing everything about ourselves, including all
our principles of choice – creating ourselves from nothing, so to speak.
This is self-contradictory. In order to do anything we must already be
something.14

This “being something” amounts to starting off with unchosen and autonomy-
precluding motives. It does seem contradictory for autonomy to rely on what
is not autonomous. Nagel also sees no solution for libertarians. He settles for
irony and paradox (engendered, he claims, by our double objective-subjective
viewpoint).

Both Strawson and Nagel assume that real autonomy requires an agent’s
choosing the basic motives in virtue of which one chooses everything else
about oneself. They also assume that one cannot choose these basic motives
unless one has basic motives – or else one’s fundamental choices would be
arbitrary. They seem to presuppose, however, that having to start with some
given set of basic motives would automatically preclude ultimate autonomy
– as if one had to be a mere servant of this set of given motives. This
presupposition seems to be false. What if one’s given motives were special
and autonomy-friendly ones? What if one’s basic motives were motives of
the open variety, ones that encourage a broad assessment – including some
assessment of themselves?15 I think that we can imagine such motives! If so,
could we not build a model of autonomy on the basis of such special given
motives? Would this not show autonomy as a coherent possibility?

An affirmative answer would call for a model of autonomy with the
following two features (among others):
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(1) foundational motives or “principles of choice” to stop vicious regresses
and to give us a motivational standpoint from which to choose;

(2) some way in which these foundational motives will be autonomy-friendly
– so that the scope of the agent’s discretionary originative choosing will
include some choices regarding foundational motives themselves.

Let us call the special motives that satisfy these two conditions intrinsic
motives.

Here is a likely set of intrinsic motives:

Inclination to live/survive; Inclination to explore; Inclination to play;
Inclination to create/innovate; Inclination to assert one’s power;
Inclination to help/love others; Inclination to seek friendship/love of
others; Inclination toward beauty; Inclination to sense/feel.

Could a complex of intrinsic motives such as this encourage a process
of reflexive assessment? Could it generate within the agent a reflective
dynamism as it goes about interacting with the world?

I suggest that the answer is “Yes!” The needed internal dynamics would
rest on the possibility of these intrinsic motives being multiple, general in
content, and of roughly equal standing. The friendly rivalry among initial
multiple equals – each pushing for expression, definition, and predominance
– would create an unfinished and unsettled internal state. This unsettled state
would provide the conditions for play, conflict, and drama that would char-
acterize the motivational life of the agent. Part of this agent’s development
would consist in giving discretionary and unpredictable definition (through
the use of one’s indeterministic factor) to this initial cluster of broad intrinsic
motives.

More specifically, a self (possibly, as I believe, of the “agent-causal”
substantial variety) initially so equipped would be called upon to exert an
ongoing discretionary and originative role in at least three ways. (1) It
would, perhaps gradually, have to establish the prominence of some few
of its intrinsic tendencies over the others (e.g., opt mainly for a life geared
toward play and creativity, and not power and social relationships) – given
the temporal, cultural, and other limitations of life. The self would have to do
this at its discretion, not because of the greater normative or pragmatic status
of any one intrinsic motive. (2) It would have to opt for specific expressions of
any chosen intrinsic motives (e.g., as in choosing among the various “games”
available to it, in expressing its broad “play” inclination). (3) It would have
to use its intrinsic motives to assess and integrate additional and culturally
generated motives (e.g., determine what to make of our acquired desire for
money, or alcohol, or a sectarian form of religious salvation).16
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Our psychology is much too complex for this to serve as more than
a general hint of how the process of self-formation would have to go,
according to a libertarian model. The role of specific cultures in limiting or
enabling autonomous developments would have to be discussed. The possi-
bility for different degrees of autonomy, depending on a culture’s narrowness
or openness, would be a pertinent topic. An individual’s unique genetic
endowment would also have to be integrated in the discussion. Furthermore,
the metaphysics of the right sort of agent-self would have to be investigated.

What I have said, however, may suffice to demonstrate a key point: that
intrinsic motivational givens are not inconsistent with a certain kind of partial
autonomy. The right complex of general motives need not stifle or narrowly
dictate the fundamental life-choices of how to be, what to pursue, and how
to pursue the main goals we end up pursuing. Broad, multiple, and equal-
standing initial impulses could, on their own, generate an internal and friendly
rivalry, in a context of limited expressive opportunities. The need for us to
choose among them could produce some of the self-reflection necessary for
autonomous self-influencing.

Note that we are admitting, with Strawson and Nagel, that an absolute
autonomy based on our having zero motivational starting points is either
incoherent or completely arbitrary. However, we are rejecting the notion that
a partial autonomy is no autonomy. A meaningful partial autonomy is not
only possible, but also highly likely.

The fact that any conception of meaningful (non-arbitrary) autonomy
– any non-arbitrary process of self-completion – must begin with some
unchosen motivational givens does not imply that intrinsic motivation must
amount to internal dictatorship. Motivational given-complexes such the one
I have suggested can induce self-assessment (that is, assessment of at least
some of these same motivational givens) – and also induce assessment of
other motives that are less clearly identified with us.17

Transferring this model of human autonomy to the divine reality

If humans can be (at least partly) autonomous without starting off as motiv-
ationally empty, surely a higher personal reality should be able to achieve
some analogous state. So, what analogous features must a higher reality have
to engage in a partial autonomous process of character-formation? How about
the following:

1. This reality must “start out” with some form of indeterministic (and
motivationally neutral) agent-causal power. It must be capable of self-
motion.
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2. This reality must “start out” with some set of autonomy-friendly,
multiple, equal-status, general inclinations that urge the divine to find
competing and specific expressions (and perhaps to create media, or
forms, or worlds, thorough which to carry out such specific expres-
sions). The intrinsic divine motives could even mirror, in kind though
not in magnitude, our own intrinsic motives. They could include the
inclination to create, to love/be loved, to play, to assert one’s power, to
pursue beauty, to seek feeling/experience-forms.

3. This reality must “start out” either with less than all-power and all-
knowledge, or alternatively with some voluntary suspension of such
all-inclusive powers.

The first two conditions are obvious formal necessities, if the analogy with
human autonomy holds. The third condition needs some explanation (perilous
though this explanation will be).

If a divine reality had all-knowledge and all-power, it would know (and
be able to produce) “in advance” all the outcomes of each and every possible
choice consistent with its “intrinsic motives.” Hence all these possibilities
could/would be realized “at once,” including all those regarding its own
character. An all-inclusive character (consistent with its intrinsic motivation)
acquired without having to make any genuine and unpredictable choice –
without ruling out any available option – might not count as a character, much
less an autonomously acquired one.

Moreover, any autonomous process of self-development would seem to
require, minimally, unpredictable “subsequent” specifications of one’s char-
acter. If the divine reality had all-knowledge, it would know in which ways
its initial multiple, broad, same-status cluster of intrinsic motives would end
up shaping itself – which intrinsic motive would end up emerging as more
prominent, which expressive forms a prominent value would take, and so
forth. For the sake of character unpredictability its knowledge would have to
be future-incomplete.

Divine power/knowledge would need limits (or suspensions) for an
additional reason. The autonomous self-shaping process going from open-
ended multiple inclinations to more definite, fewer, specifically expressed
ones, would seem to require expression-media limitations. For us humans
this limitation comes through limited time, limited body movements-range,
limited resources (that must be shared with others), and so forth. One of
us cannot in a single lifetime give full expression to one’s artistic poten-
tial, and to one’s social love-beneficence potentials, and to one’s athletic
potential. A select few intrinsic inclinations must receive the bulk of one’s
energy, at the expense of different but equally worthy ones. Some analogous
limitations-process would have to apply at the divine level.
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Of course, there is a difference between the two levels. In our case the
time/body/cultural limitations, that make selective expression of motives
necessary, are unchosen givens (or at least so it seems). For an omnipotent
divine reality to engage in an analogous selection-process among its intrinsic
motives, its medium-expressive limitations might have to be self-imposed – if
nothing else the divine must impose on itself limits as to which media it will
create or manifest itself as. If it had all-power it would automatically develop
all its inclinations simultaneously, and each of them in all possible ways and
media. This would, again, involve no choice. No choice would imply a lack
of specific character. No specific character would imply a lack of autonomous
character. Thus, even if potentially all-powerful, a divine reality would have
to give itself some limited media of expression, which would force some real
choices among equally worthy inclinational potentials.

There may also be non-autonomy related reasons why a divine reality
would suspend its all-knowledge and all-power capacities. For instance,
imagine it to be primordially equipped with an inclination for play, as I
suggest and as speculated by the Hindu theologian Samkara. (For Samkara
a play-inclination is not a need, hence does not detract from divine
self-sufficiency.)18 Genuine play would require some unpredictability and
surprise, either as to outcome or as to process. Thus, if the divine were to
opt to pursue its broad play inclination (by discretion, not by necessity),
it would have to engage in activities requiring a context of all-knowledge
suspension. Perhaps divine omnipotence would also have to be suspended, so
that the divine does not automatically produce all the possible processes and
outcomes of its initial play-activities. If it did produce all these possibilities,
this would preempt surprise (might the surprise come from seeing which
of the worked-out possible outcomes becomes the actual one? No, because
then the all-possible-realizations option would differ only verbally from the
one-realization option – if actuality is to mean something).

I conclude the following: in order for the divine reality to engage in some
type of autonomous self-formation process, either it would have to be non-
omniscient and non-omnipotent to begin with, or it would have to suspend its
infinite capacities in these areas and turn itself into a more limited being.

I am myself fascinated by the particular option of the divine turning
itself into a spread out and multi-creatured world. This would enable it to
experience and give expression to its latent social intrinsic inclination, or its
latent sensory inclination, or some latent beauty-form inclination. This latter
speculation is the stuff of Hindu mythology. An ancient Hindu Upanisadic
text – perhaps based on a poetic or mystical vision – has the ultimate
Brahman think to itself, while in a state of primordial solitude, “Would that
I were many!”19 From that divine thought the universe, in all its multiplicity,
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emerges! This type of vision may find echoes in Hegelian intuitions, in the
thought of process theologians, and in some ideas of William James. I am
not convinced, however, that one need take any of these pantheistic routes
in order to attribute autonomy to the divine. Some other in-process view of
divinity might be possible.

In any case, an “unfinished” divine nature is necessary for autonomous
self-formation if (a) a model of human autonomy similar to the one proposed
here is plausible, and (b) the manner in which the divine is autonomous
is significantly analogous to our autonomy. A partly autonomous and
“unfinished” divine reality, whose final goodness is at least partly self-
formed, could then be the proper object of our respect and a model for us
to emulate.

Objections

1. It might be argued that what matters is not that the divine reality be
autonomous, but only that it be capable of being autonomous. Since as typi-
cally conceived a divine reality is all-powerful, it would thereby be capable
of being autonomous. It could, for example, be capable of limiting its own
nature in one of the ways suggested above, without actually doing so. Thus,
our respect need not require any of the actual processes of self-limitation that
I suggest.

We must deny this. Respect must be earned. It is not deserved merely on
the basis of some latent or potential capacities – the blessings of a given
nature. It matters not if these given natural blessings are beauty of form,
physical strength, . . . or the sheer capacity for autonomy (as opposed to its
exercise – which could, by its very indeterministic nature, be for the better
or the worse). A natural capacity, as such, does not differ in status from that
of eyesight or of walking or of a sun’s light-radiation. Only if the autonomy-
capacity is exercised, and exercised well (so as to produce worthy traits, and
not, say, to produce destruction or even to stamp itself out), does it enable the
type of dignity that is worthy of respect.

It may be true that we ought, ceteris paribus, to attribute more worth to a
being with the autonomy potential (like a human fetus) than to one without
such potential (a dog). But such greater value need not be explained in terms
of actual respect – perhaps potential for respect might be appropriate here. In
so far as the human fetus did not earn this sheer potential (barring possible
reincarnational schemes), it does not deserve any credit for it. It would only
deserve credit for its eventual exercise (when it leads to results that are both
unpredictable and of inherent worth – like beauty productions). To think
otherwise is to reward good fortune only.
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2. It may be argued that unlike our case, where autonomy has to be
only partial, a divine autonomy would have to be more complete, since the
divine would generate its own unfinished intrinsic motives. Where else could
these latter come from? If the divine generates its own intrinsic motives, its
autonomy would be unlike ours (since for us intrinsic motives are natural
givens). If so, perhaps the rest of the analogy breaks down.

We must resist this move. If divine intrinsic motives were divinely gener-
ated, and were not divine givens, then the issue of motivational arbitrariness
we have previously discussed reappears. That is, if they were not essential to
its nature, why would the divine generate these particular intrinsic motives
rather than others? These others could have been potentially destructive
ones. The divine, then, could just as easily and just as arbitrarily have been
demonic. Are we then to view the overall actual goodness of its motives as
an arbitrary and lucky accident? Surely we must not go this path. We must
instead assume that the divine’s intrinsic motives are ultimate givens. They
must be ultimate embeddings in its nature.

Yes, their givenness would imply only a partial divine autonomy. Intrinsic
motives would impose restrictions on the use of divine powers. However,
some such motivational parameters, I have argued, are a formal necessity for
all reasonable autonomy. Without such parameters, in the form of intrinsic
motives, one’s fundamental choices would either be completely random, or,
worse, the agent would be paralyzed into non-action (why would one act in
the first place unless one is prompted by some reason to do so). In short,
partial autonomy is the only autonomy possible – even for the divine.

3. It may be argued that my proposal violates a principle I have used to
discourage typical theological conceptions. My proposal, after all, resembles
traditional conceptions in attributing to the divine an overall benevolent
essence – it attributes to it, after all, a love-aiming “social” intrinsic motive,
without also attributing to it some motive for cruelty and destruction. On this
proposed picture can the divine deserve agent-credit for its benevolence? Is it
not merely lucky to be good?

We must concede that, in so far as a benevolent inclination is an ultimate
ontological given, the divine cannot receive agent-credit for it. However, we
are here picturing the divine as multiply motivated and “unfinished.” That
means that it would not be narrowly constrained by its nature to choose only
in accord with benevolence – in further defining its character. Its range of
autonomy stretches beyond the capacity to choose unpredictably between
equally good outcomes (including divine character-outcomes).20 It could
also choose to become more or less good. It could choose not to give
in to its love-inclination exclusively or even predominantly. If it did “end
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up” giving its love-inclination a prominent and not a secondary role in its
character-formation (by discretion and indeterministically), it would deserve
agent-credit for it. Thus, while this divine reality cannot be agent-credited for
its “initial” benevolent inclination, it could be agent-credited for its “final”
(or at least subsequent) predominant benevolence.21

Must the divine possess some positively cruel or destructive intrinsic
inclination for it to receive any agent-credit for its subsequently formed good
character? Stephen Davis has argued for something similar. He maintains that

If God’s nature causes or determines him to do good in such a way that
doing evil is not in his power, I would conclude that he is not a free and
responsible agent and thus not a fit object of the praise and thanks of his
people.22

I find this to be too strong. Having the power to choose between the more
and the less good would suffice for the agent to deserve at least some moral
credit (when the more good is chosen). Would the divine deserve more agent-
credit for becoming good if the complex of its intrinsic motives had included
an equal inclination for cruelty (together with a recognition that destruction
and suffering are intrinsic disvalues)? I leave it to the reader to answer this
question.

Note that with respect to our side of the human-divine analogy my
assumption has been that humans can be autonomous without possessing
any intrinsic motives toward cruelty. Some Freudians and even some Pauline-
Augustinian Christians would take issue with this optimistic assumption. If,
however, my more optimistic view of human nature is correct and if we
are as complexly motivated as I suggest, would we not deserve some moral
credit for benevolent accomplishments of character and action? Would we
not deserve this moral credit even if we do not face natural cruel leanings?
I am suggesting that the answer is “yes,” because the complex nature here
envisaged would not rule out natural choices of life pursuits that bring about
unnecessary suffering to others (see comments below). Similar things could
then be said of the divine.

An incidental bonus effect of my picture of divine motivation and
autonomy is that it would render the “problem of evil” more tractable. It
would do this without supposing any cruel intentions in the divine. How so?

Consider, for instance, a motivationally complex divine endowed with
a play inclination. In expressing this inclinations through various media
this divine reality could easily produce multi-faceted and morally ambi-
valent “worlds.”23 If the analogy of human play holds (and in humans the
play impulse is as natural as any!), and if sports are clear manifestations
of this play inclination, then we can draw some lessons about divine play
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and the character of worlds it might help produce. The drives to compete
and excel evident in our sports (tennis, soccer, chess, etc.), albeit uniquely
desirable, often outweigh the impulse to be kind. Sports produce winners
and losers, agony and ecstasy. While no cruelty need be intended, being
nice to the opponent is not a major objective of, say, a tennis game. Our
world could manifest an analogously playful constitution. The result could
be exciting, amiable, competitive, yielding short-term winners and losers –
hence suffering – without any mean-spiritedness being divinely intended.
(Just compensatory schemes for the innocent losers may be necessary, but
that is another story.)

Similar morally ambiguous things can be said of human (and, by analogy,
divine) beauty pursuits, creative pursuits, and even love pursuits – not to
mention more value-neutral pursuits such as those for survival, power, and
self-assertion. The pursuit of beauty can lead artists to neglect social responsi-
bilities. This could also apply to non-artists, in more narrow and crass ways
perhaps (as through the lure of physical and sexual beauty). Creativity and
experimentation can lead young people and mad scientists into perilous enter-
prises. The love pursuit itself, in its romantic and sexual form, can bear bitter
fruits of emotional misery (when, say, it is unrequited). Yet all these inclina-
tions are in themselves uniquely desirable. When applied at divine and cosmic
levels analogous inclinations can easily produce world-features that are not
always kind to all the inhabitants. Beauty, variety, and experimentation can
yield rose plants that prick and bees that sting. The infusion of creativity can
result in pervasive dancing wave/particles, species experimentations, . . . and
creatures capable of surprising misapplications of their creative powers.

It is far from clear how our morally ambivalent world could issue forth
from a divine source dominated by a single benevolent purpose. This is
attested by longstanding theological disputes over the worldly suffering of
innocents. The mystery is likely to be lessened if that divine source were
motivationally complex – without its having to be partly evil. This might turn
out to be an important point in favor of the sort of proposal here envisaged.

4. It may be argued that beginnings, developments and self-formations are
temporal notions. The divine, according to many theologians, may be non-
temporal. Thus, it makes no sense to attribute to it the “initial” intrinsic
motives necessary for autonomy, or the “subsequent” processes of “devel-
opment” and “expressions” of such motives. How can such divine reality be
autonomous, then?

The timeless or temporal status of the divine is an immense topic about
which theologians and philosophers are split. I can only make some obvious
points here.
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We could side with those thinkers backing a temporal form of divinity,
and thus reject the premise of the objection. On such a view the divine would
be temporally beginningless and endless. It could be perennially dynamic
and “unfinished” and perennially equipped with a complex of given intrinsic
motives that urge it to self-modification and expression. Perhaps its self-
formation and expression is never complete; or perhaps completions might be
part of an endless cycle of self-formations and fresh beginnings. Questions
will abound around these possibilities, but perhaps they do not have to be
presently addressed.

We could grant that a divine reality transcends the categories of time and
space that frame our own world. Its ultimate nature might thus be timeless.
However, static timelessness as we understand it may not be the only kind
possible. The divine nature might be mysteriously dynamic in non-temporal
ways, particularly if there were to be dimensions to which we have no access
(just as a depth dimension renders movements “off the two-dimensional
plane” possible that would be inconceivable to two-dimensional Flatlanders).

Even if the divine had to be conceived as ultimately timeless, the
autonomy dynamic requirements heretofore demonstrated could force it to
suspend its timelessness. This could be one of the necessary self-imposed
limitations we have discussed. Time, or some other vehicle of change, might
be one of the necessary media for a genuine divine process of self-formation
– in which process not all possibilities get realized. Temporalization could
also be one of the ways in which a singular divine reality “bethinks” itself
into “becoming many” – becoming many moments!

5. It may be argued that the picture of a divine reality with intrinsic inclina-
tions that prompt it to seek expression would make the divine less than
complete and self-sufficient. In particular, it would conflict with mystical
insights that endorse a divine oneness and simplicity. A divine with latent
motives and with dynamic development lacks the full perfection one expects
from divinity.

Again, I can only allude to some lines of response here.
First we must recall the obvious fact of the universe. Its existence must

be explained. Why is the divine in its eternal simplicity and blissful self-
sufficiency not the only thing that is? Presumably some divine inclination
– possibly a loving, creative, playful one – is responsible for the presence
of this universe. The universe could not very well issue forth spontaneously
and arbitrarily from the divine. Even if the universe resulted from a spilling-
over of divine unbounded goodness (searching for ways to share itself), this
value-urge would itself manifest a divine inner dynamic – a benevolent inner
pressure. Such a moving force is very close to being a motive. Any such
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account would counter intuitions favoring a divine that is static, simple and
complete.

Second, it might be possible to grant the mystics the validity of their vision
of a divine simplicity without abandoning our conception of a complex divine
autonomy. We could speculate that the divine has an ultimate double (or
even multi-aspected, a la Spinoza) nature. The divine nature could be self-
sufficient and, simultaneously, striving to take new forms. Like the famous
duck-rabbit picture, each of these two aspects could apply to its ultimate
nature – and be of equal ontological priority. Granted, our talk of voluntary
suspensions of divine powers, extended to include a similar divine suspension
of divine self-sufficiency, appears to prioritize the complete and the imper-
sonal aspect over the dynamic aspect. However, this appearance cold be a
function of our metaphorical language, or it could be a residue of traditional
assumptions. Why not view the two aspects as co-eternal? That is how they
often function in Hindu theological cosmologies.

There may be reasons to accept this co-eternality. After all, how could
some specific set of intentions derive originally from a non-intentional divine
nature non-arbitrarily? If the impersonal and self-sufficient nature of the
divine were ontologically prior, why would it (“subsequently”) take the bene-
volent personal form instead of some demonic one? Again, in order for the
goodness of the divine nature to be non-arbitrary and not a matter of luck,
this goodness – and the accompanying intentionality and personhood – would
have to be an absolutely ultimate aspect.

It is indeed perplexing how a reality can manifest itself in two radically
different aspects. The Indian Advaita Vedanta tradition has been centrally
perplexed by a variant of this perplexity. The variant is: how can the
unchanging absolute One (Brahman) manifest itself as an illusory many (the
temporal universe, or maya), without the One (who tends to be identified with
pure consciousness/knowledge) having to be the subject of this cosmic illu-
sion of plurality?24 And what is the ontological status of this cosmic illusion,
for it is not a nothing?

The basic conceptual obscurity of dual-aspectism is not likely to be
resolved. However, by pointing out more familiar instances of dual-aspect
phenomena it might be rendered more palatable. Certain forms of the
mind-body problem derive from a similarly perplexing dual-aspectism. For
instance, how can felt conscious states be accessible only privately while
being carried by a public brain-vehicle? How can tiny physical components
exhibit themselves both as waves and as particles? Even within our inner
life there may be a dual-aspect split: a part of us is deeply immersed in our
ongoing experiences and struggles, while all along an aspect of us seems
to observe these struggles from a safe stance and even with some bemuse-
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ment. Some observers suggest that through various meditational techniques
we could enter this stance of undisturbed serenity and oneness, and even make
it a more integrated element in our daily lives. If accounts of this last and
inner split were true, they would directly mirror the divine dual nature being
suggested by my proposal.

Conclusion

I have argued that we can only respect a divine reality in a Kantian way if this
reality is autonomous, since only autonomy makes possible agent-credit and
respect. I have further argued that partial autonomy is a possibility at both the
human and divine levels. However, at both levels being autonomous presup-
poses starting off with the right complex of primitive, unchosen, intrinsic
motives. These motives would have to encourage, and be themselves subject
to, the agent’s discretionary specifications. I have argued that to be partly
autonomous a being cannot be utterly complete and timeless; nor can such a
being be essentially endowed with perfect goodness.
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